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Abstract The paper reports the synthesis of Ba1-x

SrxTiO3 (BST) for x = 0.20, 0.25, and 0.30 via hydroxide

co-precipitation route to result into the BST nanoparticles

of size nearly 50 nm. The La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 (LSMO) is

also synthesized using co-precipitation route to achieve

nanocrystaline particles. Further, the magnetodielectric

(MD) composites of BST0.20, BST0.25, and BST0.30 are

formed by addition of the LSMO at y = 0.1 and 0.2. The

parent BST compositions are analysed for its dielectric

properties. The composite LSMO-BST (LBST) is investi-

gated for the variation of dielectric constant and impedance

spectra as a function of applied magnetic field for the

frequency between 500 Hz to 1 MHz. The observations on

MD effect show that the dielectric constant possesses

contributions due to magnetic field dependant interfacial

polarization and variations due to the induced stress.

Keywords BST � LSMO � Ferroelectric �
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Introduction

Ba1-xSrxTiO3 (BST) is a well-known ferroelectric material

where the transition temperature (Tc) could be reduced

nearly from 120 �C down to -231 �C by varying

x between 0 and 1 (McCormick et al. 2001). The

compounds with x in the vicinity of 0.30 are of special

interest owing to its Tc = 30 �C (&RT) and very high

value of dielectric constant (e) in the vicinity of Tc in both

ferroelectric and paraelectric regions (McCormick et al.

2001; Ianculescu et al. 2008; Zimmerman et al. 2004;

Chien et al. 1999). BST with x = 0.30, i.e. Ba0.70Sr0.30-

TiO3, is known to possess useful value of electrical tun-

ability {e(E) - e(0)}/e(0). Therefore, BST finds its

applications in tunable filters, tunable dielectric resonators,

multilayer capacitance devices, etc. (Haeni et al. 2004;

Tagantsev et al. 2003; Fuck and Dorman 2006; Jain et al.

2003). As far as the magnetoelectric (ME) and magneto-

dielectric (MD) properties are concerned it is expected that

ME and MD coefficients will be high in the ferroelectric

region and in the vicinity of Tc. It is seen that magnitudes

of de/dT, i.e. rate of change of permittivity with tempera-

ture and dPr/dT, i.e. rate of change of polarization with

temperature are maximum in this region of temperature and

reduce as the temperature is decreased below Tc. Further,

the dPr/dT is negative, while de/dT is positive in the

vicinity of Tc. As the ME and MD phenomena are pro-

portional to the change of polarization as a function of

applied stress, the ME/MD properties are expected to be

sensitive to the compositional variations of BST for

x between 0.20 and 0.30. Here the Tc for x = 0.30 is at

30 �C and increases to nearly 58 �C for x = 0.20. There-

fore, de/dT and |dPr/dT| for BST at x = 0.25 and 0.30 will

be large as compared to their values for x = 0.20. Owing to

the discussion above, we have selected x = 0.20, 0.25 and

0.30 compositions for ferroelectric phase to form the MD

composites.

There are few reports on MD effect observed in the

BaTiO3–LaMnO3, Ba0.6Sr0.4TiO3–La0.70Ca0.30MnO3 and

other similar composites. It is observed that the magneto-

capacitance (MC) equal to {e(H)-e(0)}/e(0) is maximum in
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the vicinity of Tc of both the magnetic and ferroelectric

constituents of the composites. The observed MC is posi-

tive and large and it is understood in terms of a model as

predicted by Catalan (2006). In this case, the interfacial

polarization between the ferroelectric and CMR phases

changes with varying dc magnetic field (H) and therefore

the dielectric constant (e) varies with the magnetic field

(H). A recent report on PZT-MZF system has shown a

negative MC for low value of H and it is suggested that the

negative MC may corresponds to the stress-induced vari-

ations of e as observed by Gridnev et al. (2009).

To differentiate between these two phenomena, the BST

for x = 0.20, 0.25 and 0.30 appears to be correct choice as

discussed in the paragraph above. The La0.67Sr0.33MnO3

(LSMO) is known to possess a phase transition and CMR

effect at RT. In addition, LSMO is known to possess a

giant magnetostriction (GMS) at T = Tc, therefore, the

LSMO may exhibits both the effects viz. the CMR-induced

and stress-induced effect (Shui et al. 2011).

Experimental

Synthesis of Ba1-xSrxTiO3 (BST)

The Ba1-xSrxTiO3 powders are synthesized by employing

hydroxide co-precipitation route followed by ceramic

process of synthesis for x = 0.20, 0.25 and 0.30. High

purity ([99.9 %) barium acetate [Ba(CooCH3)2], strontium

nitrate [Sr(NO3)2], and potassium titanium oxalate

[K2TiO(C2O4)2�2H2O] are used as precursors. For com-

plete precipitation of Ba(OH)2 and TiO(OH)2, the molar

ratio of KOH to (BaTi) of 1.6 has been used, based on the

earlier report (Lee et al. 2003). It has been observed that

the Ba(OH)2 and Sr(OH)2 are fractionally soluble in water

but insoluble in alkaline medium. Therefore, the precipi-

tates are washed in dilute NH4OH solution with pH *10

(Kulkarni et al. 2009). The powders are calcined at

1,000 �C for 10 h and final sintering is carried out at

1,200 �C for 12 h. For characterization of bulk BST, the

pellets are also sintered in the same sintering schedule. For

further discussion, the samples are denoted as BSTx for

x = 0.20, 0.25 and 0.30.

Synthesis of La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 (LSMO)

The La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 (LSMO) has been synthesized by

employing hydroxide co-precipitation route followed by

ceramic process of synthesis. The AR-grade La(C2H3O2)3

H2O, SrNo3, KMnO4, and MnCl2 4H2O are used as pre-

cursors, while a mixture of NH4OH and KOH is used as

precipitating agent. The details of the co-precipitation route

are similar as reported earlier (Kim et al. 2008; Veer et al.

2008). The precipitate formed is washed thoroughly and

calcinated at 1,000 �C for 12 h to achieve complete ferrite

phase formation. The LSMO powder is pelletized in the

form of disc of 1.2 cm diameter using pressure of nearly

2 ton per cm2. Further, the pellets are sintered at 1,100 �C
for 10 h to achieve a dense ferrite composition.

Formation of composites

The LSMO and BST composites are formed bearing the

formula:

y (LSMO � BSTxÞ ¼ yLSMO þ ð1 � yBST)x

where x = 0.1, and 0.2. The sintered powder of LSMO and

BST was grounded together thoroughly using ethanol as a

medium in Agot Mortor and pestol. The pellets of diameter

1.2 cm are formed as discussed above. The pellets are sintered

at 1,125 �C for 8 h to form desired MD composites.

The parent compositions LSMO and BST as well as

their composites are investigated for the structural prop-

erties using X-ray powder diffractometer (Rigaku Mini-

flex). For dielectric measurements, LCR-Q meter

(HP4284A) is used in the frequency range from 100 Hz to

1 MHz for temperature (T) between RT and 250 �C for

measurement of Cp, tand as a function of frequency (F),

temperature (T) for dielectric characterization of BST and

magnetic field (H) up to 6,000 Oe applied for MD char-

acterization of the composites. A radiant technology pre-

cision ferroelectric workstation used to measure the RT FE

polarization hysteresis.

Results and discussion

Structural analysis

Figure 1a shows XRD spectra of the LSMO powder. It is

observed that the XRD spectra are in accordance with

JCPDS data (JCPDS card no.89-8098). Thus from the XRD

spectra, it is revealed that the ferrite compositions were

synthesized in the desired rhombohedral structure with

hexagonal axes of symmetry without any detectable

impurity phase. Using the XRD spectra, the lattice

parameters a and c are observed to be 5.40 and 13.5 Å,

respectively. Using the Scherrer’s formula, the particle size

is calculated and is of the order 67 nm. Here, the particle

size of sintered co-precipitate is above 50 nm. This is

expected because of sintering at 1,000 �C for a long time of

10 h.

Figure 1b shows the XRD spectra of BST0.25. It is

observed that the degree of tetragonality (c/a) reduces from

1.008 to 1.002 as the x is varied from 0.20 to 0.30 as shown

in Table 1. These results are in conform with the earlier
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report (Ianculescu et al. 2008). The magnitudes of a and

c are also in confirmation with the value reported earlier.

Using Scherrer’s formula, the particle size was determined

to be between 49 and 65 nm (Table 1).

Figure 1c shows the XRD spectra of LBST0.30 for

y = 0.2 composite. The peaks corresponding to the

reflections of BST and LSMO could be indexed separately

in Fig. 1. Thus from the XRD spectra, it could be seen that

the composites formed are phase pure and possess two

separate phases viz. LSMO and BST.

Dielectric properties

Figure 2a shows the variation of dielectric constant (e) as a

function of temperature (T) for frequency (F) = 1 kHz for

BST0.20, BST0.25 and BST0.30. From Fig. 2a, it is seen

that e passes through a maximum at Tc. The observed Tc for

BST0.20, BST0.25 and BST0.30 is shown in Table 1.

Further, it is observed that e increases with T again in the

paraelectric region above Tc. This feature is predicted to

occur because of grain–grain boundary effect (Ianculescu

et al. 2008). To understand these features in detail, the e is

determined as a function of F and Fig. 2b shows variation

of e as a function of T for F varying between 100 Hz and

1 MHz for BST0.25, while Fig. 2c shows the variation of

tand as a function of T for F = 100 Hz, 1, 10 and 100 kHz,

respectively. Here it is observed that the increases in e with

T occur for frequencies below 100 kHz only and de/dT

decreases with increase in F. These features occur due to

the presence of interfacial polarization at grain–grain

boundary interface. The grain–grain boundary interface

occurs probably due to fractional Ti3? acceptor state in the

bulk of grain (Bidaut et al. 1994; Choi et al. 2004). Similar

features are also reported by Ianculescu et al. (2008). The

observed behavior is a competitive phenomenon between

the dielectric relaxation and the electrical conduction of the

relaxing species.

Magnetodielectric properties

Figure 3a, b, c shows the variation of e as a function of

logF for LBST0.20, y = 0.2 and LBST0.25, y = 0.1 and

Fig. 1 XRD spectra of a La0.67Sr0.33MnO3; b Ba0.75Sr0.25TiO3; and

c composite (0.2) La0.67Sr0.33MnO3–(0.8) Ba0.70Sr0.30TiO3

Fig. 2 a Variation of e with T at f = 1 kHz for BST0.20, BST0.25

and BST0.30; b variation of e versus T for f = 100 Hz, 1 kHz,

10 kHz, 100 kHz, 1 MHz (BST0.25); and c variation of tand with

T for f = 100 Hz, 1 kHz, 10 kHz and 100 kHz for BST0.25

Table 1 Particle size, transition temperature, lattice parameters a, c

and c/a ratio for various BST compositions

Composition D (nm) Tc (�C) a (Å) c (Å) c/a

Ba0.80Sr0.20 TiO3

(BST0.20)

49 58 3.920 3.9525 1.0083

Ba0.75Sr0.25 TiO3

(BST0.25)

65 42 3.824 3.8415 1.0046

Ba0.70Sr0.30TiO3 (BST0.30) 62 30 3.809 3.8173 1.0022

D particle size, Tc ferroelectric transition temperature, a and c lattice

parameters
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0.2, respectively, in the absence as well as in the presence

of applied magnetic field (H). The e is observed to decrease

as a function of logF, where the dispersion is faster at

lower frequencies as compared to the higher one. The

faster decrease of e at lower frequencies is attributed to the

presence of interfacial polarization. Interfacial polarization

is known to occur for BST compositions because of grain–

grain boundary interaction as described earlier in the paper

(Jigajeni et al. 2010). Further, the additional component of

the interfacial polarization is expected to occur in the

present case because of the difference of the resistivities of

the LSMO and the BST phases. The LSMO is known to

posses a CMR at RT and, therefore, the resistivity of

LSMO phase is expected to decrease with increase in the

value of applied magnetic field (H) (Urushibara et al. 1995;

Yan-KunTang et al. 2006). As the resistivity decreases with

H, the interfacial polarization should increase with applied

magnetic field. This phenomenon is known to cause the

Catalon type contribution to MC as reported earlier (Cat-

alan 2006).

As reported recently, the another competitive phenom-

enon which causes the magneto-capacitance(MC) is the

magnetostriction-induced variation in the e. Due to the

stress induced by the magnetostriction, it is known that the

polarization of the ferroelectric phase increases, while the e
decreases with the applied stress, i.e. with increase in

H. This phenomenon was reported earlier in the case of

PZT-MZF bilayer ME composites. The Gridnev explained

this phenomenon on the basis of Landau thermodynamic

theory (Gridnev et al. 2009). If the contribution of CMR-

induced dielectric constant (e) is large as compared to the

stress-induced effect, the MC would be positive. On the

other hand, MC would be negative for substantial contri-

bution of stress-induced effect.

It is expected that the LSMO-BST forms 3–0 type

connectivity between the LSMO and BST grains as the

percentage of LSMO is\20 %. Therefore, the contribution

of interfacial polarization would be large for y = 0.2 as

compared to y = 0.1. Further, the contribution of piezo-

electric effect will be significant for the LBST0.20 and

LBST0.25 as compared to LBST0.30. These qualitative

features are based on the basic theoretical model described

by the Catalan for the CMR induced and Gridnev for

stress-induced effect (Catalan 2006; Gridnev et al. 2009).

Also, the observations on the parent BST system are taken

into consideration to arrive at the qualitative logic men-

tioned above.

Figure 3c shows variation of e as a function of logF for

LBST0.25 for y = 0.2 with and without applied magnetic

field (H). It is observed that the e shows a significant dis-

persion at low frequency and e is almost constant for

intermediate frequencies. Further, the e passes through a

broad maximum for F in the vicinity of 500 kHz. This

frequency is expected to be EMR frequency because of the

radial mode of oscillations of the pellet. As a confirmation

of this prediction, variation of tand as a function of logF is

determined for all the LBST composites. Figure 4a, b

shows the variation of tand versus logF for LBST0.20

(y = 0.2) and LBST0.30 (y = 0.1), respectively. It is

observed that the tand also becomes maximum at the EMR

frequency of nearly 500 kHz. Further, as seen from Fig. 3a,

c, the e decreases with increase in H, while the e for

LBST0.25 and y = 0.2 increases with increase in H. This

behavior is a typical feature of stress-induced change in e
as observed by Gridnev. Table 2 shows the variation of

MC for LBST0.20, LBST0.25 and LBST0.30 for y = 0.1

and 0.2 at different frequencies. The magnitudes of MC are

negative for LBST0.20 and LBST0.25 and y = 0.1, while

magnitudes of MC are positive for LBST0.25 and

LBST0.30 and y = 0.2. The positive MC is a typical fea-

ture of Catalan type contribution. It is observed that for

y = 0.1, the stress-induced phenomenon plays its role,

probably because of the lesser contribution of the LSMO

phase. For y = 0.2, the LBST0.20 shows a negative and

largest MC, while LBST0.25 and LBST0.30 show positive

Fig. 3 a e as a function of Log f for LBST0.20, y = 0.2 composite;

b e as a function of Log f for LBST0.25, y = 0.1 composite; and c e as

a function of Log f for LBST0.25, y = 0.2 composite
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MC. The positive MC would be significant for y = 0.2 and

for the BST composition where piezo electric constant

(d) becomes comparatively low. From Table 2, it is seen

that positive magnitude of MC is also significant in the

present case as the compositions of BST and LSMO pos-

sess Tc in the vicinity just above RT.

These features could be further understood by analysing

the impedance spectra of the MD composites. Here Fig. 5a,

b, respectively, shows the variation of Z00 as a function of

Z0 for LBST0.20, y = 0.1 and 0.2 both for with and

without applied magnetic field (H). For y = 0.2, there

exists a significant drop in the impedance curve (Kulkarni

et al. 2009), while for y = 0.1 a significant contribution of

interfacial polarization is seen in the impedance spectra.

Here the drop center parameter A signifies the distribution

in the RC time constant of the dielectric material and is

defined through the relation A = 2h/p, where h represents

the drop center angle of the cole–cole plot (Choudhary and

Thakur 2004). As the contribution of interfacial polariza-

tion is predominant at low frequencies, the impedance

spectra are corrected for the presence of the interfacial

polarization Ci for y = 0.1. The observed behavior could

be understood in terms of a model as shown in Fig. 6. Here

the parallel RC circuit represents the overall e of the bulk,

while the series capacitance Ci represents the contribution

of interfacial polarization. It is also expected that for sig-

nificant contribution of the piezo electric coupling, the bulk

capacitance (C) will vary with applied (H), while for sig-

nificant contribution of interfacial polarization, the drop

center (A) or Ci would change with H. Table 3 shows the

variation of Ci, R and C for LBST0.20, LBST0.25 and

LBST0.30 and y = 0.1, 0.2, where R is the bulk resistance.

The overall observations from the Table 3 are as below.

For y = 0.1, the drop center is nearly equal to zero,

while for y = 0.2, drop center is significant. The C changes

with H for LBST0.20, y = 0.2, where the contribution of

the stress-induced change in polarization is predominant,

Fig. 4 a tand as a function of Log f for LBST0.20, y = 0.2

composite; b tand as a function of Log f for LBST0.30, y = 0.1

composite

Table 2 Variation of magneto-

capacitance (MC) for

LBST0.20, LBST0.25 and

LBST0.30, y = 0.1 and 0.2

composites

Frequency (F) MC for LBST0.20 MC for LBST0.25 MC for LBST0.30

0.1 (%) 0.2 (%) 0.1 (%) 0.2 (%) 0.1 (%) 0.2 (%)

1 kHz -2 -8.35 -17.66 ?2.8 -0.82 ?1.37

10 kHz -2.36 -19.55 -13.41 ?3.7 -0.66 ?1.40

100 kHz -2.12 -28.90 -7.84 ?3.4 -0.78 ?0.52

500 kHz -1.57 -34.88 -2.91 ?6.1 -0.1 ?0.7

1 MHz -1.56 -25.00 -7.49 ?4.1 -0.52 ?0.82

Fig. 5 a Variation of Z00 as a function of Z0 for LBST0.20, y = 0.1;

and b variation of Z00 as a function of Z0 for LBST0.20, y = 0.2

composite
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while the Ci changes significantly for LBST0.25 and

LBST0.30 for y = 0.2, where the contribution of change in

e due to CMR-induced effect is significant. The parameters

of LBST0.25 show the variation in the Ci as well as in

C with H for both y = 0.1 and 0.2. These observations

confirm the simultaneous presence of the Catalan type and

Gridnev type contributions in the impedance spectra. Thus

the observed impedance spectra and the associated model

correctly explain the variation of MC for the LBST

composites.

Conclusions

It is observed that the hydroxide co-precipitation route

could be successfully used to form nanoparticles of both

the BST and LSMO compositions. The initial particle size

of the BST is observed to be in the range of 49–65 nm and

for LSMO it is observed to be nearly 67 nm. It was

observed that the BST compositions correctly reproduce

the dielectric properties inconcurrence with the recently

reported behavior (Ianculescu et al. 2008). The MD prop-

erties of these systems are observed to be interesting and

the Catalan type contribution is observed significant for

LBST0.25, where the BST0.25 possess a ferro to para-

electric transition just above RT. The observed magnitude

of the MC is fairly large with a maximum value equal to

-34 % for LBST0.20 and y = 0.2. The Gridnev type

contribution is significant and large for LBST0.25, where

BST0.25 has a ferro to paraelectric transition well above

the RT and the material is strongly ferroelectric.
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